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Problem Statement: Briefly describe the people who will benefit from the project and the challenges they face. Include 
any inequity that the project hopes to address. 

User Research: Discuss key information about the users gathered through your research, interviews, and ongoing 
discussion with the users throughout the project.  

User Insight: Discuss your team’s understanding of the experiences, emotions, and motivations of the users. 

User Needs: A specific list of user needs produced from the user Insight is provided. 
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Project Goals:  Goals selected are linked to and will adequately meet the users needs. 

Key Features of Design: The list of the key features illustrates that design will adequately meet project goals. 

Status of Project: Adequately examines the progress of the project and discusses potential next steps. 

Impact: Discussion adequately describes how design may improve inequity for the user and/or remove barriers. 

Reflection: Demonstrates an increased understanding of Human Centered Design. Discusses personal growth and 
insights about designing for others and helping them overcome challenges. 




	Problem Statement Briefly describe the people who will benefit from the project and the challenges they face Include any inequity that the project hopes to addressRow1: According to the World Health Organization, a minimum of 2 billion people around the globe are forced to drink water contaminated with fecal matter, causing the spread of diseases such as typhoid, cholera, dysentery, polio, and diarrhea (who.int, 2017). It is our mission to bring people in developing regions the power to provide themselves with a sustainable source of clean, potable water to curtail the devastation left by these illnesses. 
	User Research Discuss key information about the users gathered through your research interviews and ongoing discussion with the users throughout the projectRow1: In attempting to address the disparities of drinking water around the globe, we discovered that contaminated drinking water is overwhelmingly prevalent in tropical areas, namely Africa, Central America, South Asia, and Southeast Asia (ourworldindata.org, 2017).  Accordingly, we have decided to focus our efforts on creating a device better suited to function in these tropical climates.  Our research has led us to the conclusion that there is an inextricable connection between clean drinking water and public health.  For example, the World Health Organization predicts that half the entire human population will reside in water-stressed areas by the year 2025.  Although the issue of clean water is greatest in tropical, low-income areas, it is a growing problem around the world, and anything we can do to stem this expansion is essential to public health.  Physical contaminants, such as sand, can have some adverse effects on the drinker, but the greatest harm is done by waterborne pathogens.  It is therefore imperative to develop a solution that rids water both of particulate contaminants and pathogens. 
	User Insight Discuss your teams understanding of the experiences emotions and motivations of the usersRow1: In our research into the global issue of access to clean drinking water, we found that in approximately one quarter of nations with economic demographics, basic water services were twice as prevalent amongst the wealthiest class compared to the poorest (who.int, 2019). The inequity resulting in disparate access to water cannot be understated. Unsatisfied with simply working to make water clean, we explored the dangers contaminated water poses to the body. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention reports that neglected tropical diseases (NDTs) including but not limited to Buruli Ulcer, Schistosomiasis, Trachoma, and Guinea Worm Disease, are most prevalent amongst populations that do not have access to clean water. What struck us most about these diseases was the suffering they inflict upon their hosts. Perhaps the most significant effect of contaminated water is its tendency to cause diarrheal diseases, which claim the lives of about 800,000 children under the age of five annually. It is our ultimate goal to reduce the prevalence of these horrific diseases in hopes of ameliorating at least some of the pain less fortunate populations around the globe experience daily. 
	User Needs A specific list of user needs produced from the user Insight is providedRow1: The clientele is in need of a device that can be easily distributed to remote areas far from developed infrastructure. As a result, the device must be resistant to the wear and tear of continuous outdoor use, which may subject it to dirt, dust, intense sunlight, and rain. The device must be easily assembled and disassembled for ease of establishment and cleaning. Additionally, the distribution requires that each unit can fit into a box of dimensions 20” x 20” x 20”, and that many units can be packed into a single car for transport.
	Project Goals Goals selected are linked to and will adequately meet the users needsRow1: In order for the A.S.P.F.to be in any way successful, it must meet several criteria, including ease of use, reliability, and low cost. By strictly adhering to a simplistic design, we intended to accomplish all three of these primary goals. The limited complexity of the electronics not only minimizes the potential bugs in the system, but it also makes interaction and maintenance much easier. Furthermore, the lack of advanced machinery or electronics allows the A.S.P.F. considerable flexibility for modification should the clientele feel the need to do so to better fit their situation.
	Key Features of Design The list of the key features illustrates that design will adequately meet project goalsRow1: The device incorporates a solar panel and rechargeable battery to provide itself the necessary power to run the pump. The mesh around the outside of the filter blocks any large debris from damaging the inner filter, which—at five microns—is fine enough to remove almost all physical particulates and pathogens, including bacteria and mold. After the water has been drawn through the filter, it passes through the peristaltic pump, which does not expose the water to any machinery that might contaminate it, operating much like a toothpaste tube being drained of its contents, as rollers squeeze the tubing inside the pump to force water to the exit. At the end of the tubing, the water is released into a client-provided reservoir. The entire system is regulated by an Arduino Uno, which coordinates all the other electronic components. The LCD informs the user of the voltage produced by the battery, while the float switch prevents the pump from activating when the filters are not sufficiently submerged in water. In case of malfunction, the user can completely cut power to the system with the use of the emergency shut-off switch. 
	Status of Project Adequately examines the progress of the project and discusses potential next stepsRow1: We understand that the A.S.P.F. is at this stage a prototype, and we are continuing to test the design to ensure it meets our clients’ needs to the best of its ability. One of the changes we made during development regards the LCD, which we planned to read out the voltage produced by the solar panel to allow the user to optimize its position in the sunlight. We also wanted it to give voltage readouts from the battery to allow for troubleshooting, but we were unable to get the LCD to display both readouts, so we decided to prioritize the battery’s voltage. Perhaps by programming the LCD to show the battery’s voltage as well as that produced by the solar panel, we could accomplish both goals, empowering the user to position the solar panel more effectively and to troubleshoot potential issues. The original 9v battery showed no signs of overheating, but it struggled to effectively power the pump, while its larger absorbed glass matt replacement had no shortage of power yet produced more heat than we desired. Accordingly, the future of the A.S.P.F. includes more exploration into battery types to narrow down a more perfect battery for our application.
	Impact Discussion adequately describes how design may improve inequity for the user andor remove barriersRow1: Should the A.S.P.F. see widespread support, it holds the potential to solve one of the world’s most pressing humanitarian issues. By reducing the prevalence of waterborne NTDs, the A.S.P.F. could save untold numbers of lives. Furthermore, by supporting low-income communities with the A.S.P.F., we could bolster their self-sufficiency, as they would rely less on retrospective public health efforts, such as antibiotics. We understand that our target clientele lead remarkably busy lives, so we wanted to minimize the learning curve to allow people of all ages to operate the device. The simplistic design of the A.S.P.F. would potentially provide the clients the ability to delegate minor maintenance of the A.S.P.F. to children or the elderly, thus reducing the burden placed on the working adults of the family. The A.S.P.F. is not simply an automated filter, rather it is a device designed to elevate the living standards of people in developing regions the world over.
	Reflection Demonstrates an increased understanding of Human Centered Design Discusses personal growth and insights about designing for others and helping them overcome challengesRow1: The greatest technical insight we gained as a group during the development of the A.S.P.F. came from our work with the Arduino. Korbin and Nate had some minor exposure to RobotC from their coursework in Principles of Engineering, the second class of the Project Lead the Way Engineering Pathway, but all three group members were entirely unfamiliar with the coding behind the Arduino. Fortunately, many of the same principles applied from coding in RobotC, and Mao Yu proved to be an efficient learner, so she more than kept up with the rest of the group. Aside from accumulating technical experience, this project allowed us to grow our mindsets as we designed for someone in need. User compatibility is often overlooked in the design process because the engineers are already very familiar with their products, resulting in designs that work but are not easy or enjoyable to use. Human Centered Design requires a unique way of thinking we had not yet encountered, as our product had to be not only functional in filtering water, but also user friendly. The development of the A.S.P.F. expanded our understanding of how to design not for machines, but for people.
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